
Study Guide for Second Exam 

Physics 1150 

Fall 2019 

Any material covered in our homework, in class or in chapters  7, 8,  9, 10  and 11 is fair game 

specifically including: 

1) the Big Ideas listed at the end of each chapter 

2) the Terms to Know listed at the end of each chapter 

3) the calculations we did on example problems in class and  

4) calculations we did in homework. 

You should review our formula sheet and make sure you understand what all the equations mean 

and how to use them. 

Pay particular attention to calculations or short answer questions given on a quiz.  You will not be 

asked to do any calculation that was not specifically done in class or was asked on a homework 

assignment.  

 You are responsible for everything covered in lecture and in the reading specifically including: 

1) using the factor label method to convert between different units of energy, power and 

radiation,   

2) the meaning of the words nucleon, element, atomic number, isotope and mass number, 

3) the approximate relationship is between number of neutrons and number of protons in a 

stable isotope, 

4) the difference between nuclear decay, fission and fusion, 

5) the three basic types of nuclear decays and was the decay particle is in each case, 

6) how to balance nuclear decay equations, 

7) what the three general ways of measuring radiation are, 

8) the meaning of all the units involved in radiation measurement, 

9) how to calculate activity in terms of Becquerel and curies, 

10) how to calculate radiation energy deposited in terms of Grays and Rads, 

11) how to calculate effect on the human body in terms of Siverts and REM, 

12) what type of radiation has the highest relative biological equivalent (RBE), 

13) approximately what is the average annual radiation dose for people in the US, 

14) the “linear no-threshold” model of determining acceptable radiation limits implies, 

15) what is the limit for radiation does for the general public and what group has a much lower 

limit, 

16) how to use half-life information to determine decay rates and remaining material, 

17) how  coal fired power plants and nuclear power plants are similar and how they are different, 

18) what the isotope of uranium that is fissile and what percentage of natural uranium consists of 

this isotope, 

19) what enrichment means and approximately how much uranium must be enriched to be used 

in a US nuclear power plant, 

20) what a moderator do and what does a control rod do in a nuclear reactor does, 

21) what the two main functions of water in most US nuclear power plants are, 



22) what the approximate electrical capacity of an average nuclear power plant  and average wind 

turbine is for the US, 

23) what capacity factor means, 

24) what the approximate capacity factor is for wind turbine and for a nuclear power plant,  

25) what the current US solution is for the nuclear waste from nuclear power plants, 

26) the name of the federal agency that monitors safety at nuclear power plants, 

27) what happened at Three Mile Island that caused the nuclear accident there, 

28) how the Chernobyl nuclear power plant was different than an average US nuclear power 

plant, 

29) the meaning of the open or “once through” fuel cycle, 

30) the meaning of the closed fuel cycle, 

31) what a breeder reactor does 

32) the difference between fission and fusion 

33) the general status of the US fusion program 

34) how to half-lives to calculate remaining radiation 

35) what a geothermal or ground source heat pump is and how it operates differently than direct 

geothermal energy 

36) what problem a ground source heat pump is solving by not being an air source heat pump 

37) What does the energy flow diagram for a heat pump look like?  How is it different or similar to 

the energy flow diagram for a thermal engine?  How is it different or similar to the energy 

flow diagram for an air conditioner? 

38) what the environmental impacts of geothermal energy are 

39) what the environmental impacts of tidal energy is 

40) how passive solar homes work 

41) how passive solar, PV cells,  solar hot water heaters and concentrated solar work and how 

they are different 

42) what are the environmental problems with concentrated solar 

43) the formulas that relate electrical resistance, voltage, current and power 

44) the transformer equation and the purpose of transformers 

45) What are “line losses” and how do we decrease them? 

46) What is meant by an intermittent power source and what is a dispatchable power source? 

47) Why don’t we consider hydrogen a source of power? 

48) What is peaking power?   

49) What net metering?  

50) What is a feed-in-tariff? 

51) What are Renewable Portfolio Standards? 

52) What are some of the advantages of wind power?  What are some of the drawbacks? 

53) What are some of the advantages of solar power? What are some of the drawbacks? 

54) What are some of the advantages of hydroelectricity? What are some of the drawbacks? 

55) How to calculate the ultimate power used by a heat pump 

56) How to calculate the amount of solar power that would be available from a particular solar 

array. 

57) What is the approximate electrical capacity of an average land based wind turbine? 

58) What is the approximate electrical capacity of an average coal fired power plant? 

59) What is the approximate electrical capacity of an average nuclear power plant? 


